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“Numerous water monitoring efforts are conducted by local, state, and federal agencies, 
regulated entities, and citizen monitoring groups. Many of these efforts are uncoordi-
nated, and as a result funds and information are not being used as effectively as they 
could be. In addition, redundant monitoring activities can occur because of a lack of 
basic information relative to the scope of monitoring activities throughout the state. For 
example, there are 100 water quality monitoring efforts underway in the Central Valley 
alone, and coordination is minimal.”

(from Senate Bill 1070)

REGIONAL PERSPECTIVE
There are several dozen groups monitoring water 
quality in the Central Valley, including federal and state 
agencies, local water agencies, and regulated discharg-
ers. In addition, there are many smaller monitoring 
efforts throughout the region conducted by watershed 
and citizen’s groups. In a series of stakeholder inter-
views, we heard from several of these groups that they 
do not have a good sense of who else is monitoring 
what and where in the region. Most of the interviewed 
stakeholders agreed that an online resource would be 
a useful tool for finding out such information.

WHAT IT IS
The Central Valley Monitoring Directory is an  
online resource for basic information relative  
to the scope and extent of regional monitoring  
activities. It provides access to surface water  
monitoring program information and metadata. 

PURPOSE
Promote and facilitate improved coordination  
of water monitoring across the region.

Objectives

 Provide an up-to-date online  
directory for information on  
ongoing water quality monitoring  
efforts in the Central Valley;

 Make it easier and less time  
consuming for regulatory agency  
staff and other monitoring groups and 
data users to find and track information 
about ongoing surface water monitoring 
activities in the region; 

 Provide a low-maintenance,  
interactive online resource that can be 
self-populated and continuously updated 
by participants as new efforts emerge  
and others are discontinued.
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KEY FUNCTIONS

Interactive Monitoring Mapping Viewer
A navigable map 

showing monitoring 
locations in the Central 
Valley reported to the 
Monitoring Directory. 

Displays monitoring 
sites and information 

selectively by program, 
organization, analyte,  
or sampling location.
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A listing of monitoring programs 
reported to the Monitoring 

Directory. Browse directory tables 
by program listings or use the 

map to call out stations of interest 
and retrieve program information, 
metadata, contacts and links, and 

sampling locations.

KEY FUNCTIONS

Searchable Directory

Program  
Information pages

continued
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Each program has its own 
pages, providing information 

on monitoring plans, 
objectives, contacts, sites, 

analytes, and data availability.

Program  
Information pages
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A convenient tool  
for program managers 

to keep monitoring 
information updated.

Password-Protected User Domains for  
Adding/Updating Monitoring Program Information

KEY FUNCTIONS continued
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POSSIBLE FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Excel summary tables Metadata obtained from 
program information 

pages or searches using 
the mapping viewer can be 

downloaded in Excel format.

Expansion to entire State 
The State Water Resources Control Board’s Surface Water Ambient  
Monitoring Program (SWAMP) is evaluating the possibility.  
SWAMP funds have been tentatively set aside.

Integration with ecological monitoring inventory
Proposed as part of the Interagency Ecological Program (IEP) initiative  
to create an “aquatic science inventory” of existing and planned science 
and monitoring programs in the San Francisco Estuary, Central Valley,  
and nearby coastal ocean.
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FOR MORE 
 INFORMATION,  

CONTACT:

TECHNICAL SUPPORT  
CONTACT:

(adding or editing monitoring  
program information)

Thomas Jabusch 
Phone: (510) 746-7340

Email: thomas@aquaticscience.org

4911 Central Avenue
Richmond, CA 94804  

 
  

Anne Littlejohn 
Phone: (916) 464-4840 

Email: alittlejohn@waterboards.ca.gov
or

Calvin Yang 
Phone: (916) 464-4730

Email: ccyang@waterboards.ca.gov

 
  


